Marshall JMP-1

mods from French article found on the web.

Translation from the article that is available on-line regarding modifications to clean up the JMP-1's performance.
The expanded translation, images, explanation and data, written and composed (surrendered to public knowledge) by: John Staehli - USA - Sep. 04 2015
I have read this over many times and transcribed for meaning, rather than any literal translation. My hope is that this makes it more clear and useful.

The original pages in French.
The insert picture on this page shows
the adjustable voltage regulators
with the trim screw he talks about.

This insert picture shows the new
polypropylene caps he has placed at
the input & headphones jacks.

Burr Brown OPA 2604 for the replacement
of double TL072's and Linear Technology
LT 1058 for quadruple TL074's.

List of the relevant non-polarized caps
considered for polypropylene upgrade.
I have provided a cleaned, checked and
annotated list with component locators.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------begine

TRANSLATION......

- thank you Mr. Dr. Boost! -After studying the internal layout and operation of the Marshall JMP-1 preamp (see Guitarist No. 132 of
February 2OO1), we can get serious with some changes that are easy to implement, that greatly improve the
performance and are relatively inexpensive. This is open heart surgery, so beware. In addition to taking general
care with such an operation, you will want to have the best tools you can find to work with, otherwise you could
deface or destroy this legendary preamp.
You will need a 15 watt soldering iron with a sharply pointed tip (JBC style, for example), good tin / lead type of
solder, of a 1 mm diameter or smaller (0.5 mm], a de-soldering pump (not wick braid that could damage delicate
printed circuit tracks), a small side-cutter for trimming electronics leads, a small needle nose pliers and several
tiny screwdrivers. Do not forget the small Phillips screwdriver (size 1) and a small Allen key 2 mm which will be
used to disassemble the box. If you want to do the + & - 15VDC biasing thing described later, you will also want
two 9 volt batteries and a multi-meter (voltmeter with a continuous rating of 20 volts to set up the regulators prior
to installing them in the JMP-1). Voltages over 300 volts can be found in the JMP-1 HT circuits, so you may want
a voltmeter in that range too.

Preliminary Work. (Opening the JMP-1 rack case and the removal of the main board)
Start with your JMP-1 completely disconnected. Then press the "Power" button and leave it in the on position for
1 minute, to discharge the high voltage capacitors and circuits. The dismantling of the enclosure shall be effected
as follows: a few Phillips screws and a few BTR (Allen bolts) release the lid, (do not forget the three screws on the
rear panel) and the front panel connections. Also, do not forget to unscrew the nuts jacks, both front and rear.
You should be able to unscrew them by hand, knowing that a 6-point nut-driver may damage the nice shiny finish
on the plastic nuts. Do not forget the tiny screws on either side of the bottom that secure the inner display frame.
Then before removing the board, you will want to gently remove the tubes by releasing the keepers (gently
release the two spring steel clips holding the two ECC83) and store the tubes in a safe place. Due to the
presence of digital and audio circuits in the JMP-1, Jim Marshall has run several grounding wires from boards to
the box. It will suffice to unplug the terminals running from the front panel, to the motherboard, to the enclosure.
Disconnect the two gray data ribbon cables running from each side of the front panel to the main circuit board.
Note that the headers on both these cables are the same, but polarized opposite of each other, so coming from

left and right they will only go into the correct socket later. Using small needle nose pliers, squeeze the tips of the
black plastic clips that stand the main-board off from the bottom of the chassis, and gently lift, working the main
board loose so that the jacks remain in their openings on the bottom panel. One of the stand off's along the back
can be a bugger, so you may find yourself wanting to drop it out the case bottom. You can do this by swinging a
long ruler or hack-saw blade a few times at the sides of the post, under the circuit board while twisting the stand
off until you bump the ears holding it in just right so it releases, and pulls completely from the bottom of the case.

Power Optimization.
The main primary power supply of the Marshall JMP-1 has no special filtering and can be a potential source of
transmission line noise. The most economical and most effective fix is to place a "Varistor" (117-volt (USA) (250volt (EU)) between the incoming hot and neutral lines themselves, soldered directly to the back of the socket.
A varistor is an electronic component with an electrical resistance that varies with the applied voltage.
Also known as a voltage-dependent resistor (VDR), it has a nonlinear, non-ohmic current–voltage
characteristic that is similar to that of a diode. A shock-absorber tuned optimally for it's rated voltage.
This small component eliminates much of the noise from outside sources. The rich among us have added
external power cable "Filtered Connector Sockets". They contain two inductors and a capacitor. However it is
also also possible to get the same results by soldering four capacitors, (47nF (nanofarad)) to the diode bridges
BR1 and BR2. The first devoted exclusively to audio, the second is for digital circuits (memories, displays, etc.).
For best performance these capacitors will be made of polypropylene, because of the high speed d9 dielectric
response to best deal with any parasitic noise. Solder them between the four contacts of the diode bridges and
voila. If you can not find 47nF polypropylene, you can fall back on polystyrene. These Full-Wave Bridge
Rectifiers are 1.0a - 50v rated and are commonly available if you want longer leads to work with in new packages.
Then you can set up the 4 capacitors tight under the rectifier, and then place the assembled complex component
in the board. You really don't want to add much under the board as there is not much space left and there is no
fiber insulator board under it either. Now the 2200uf electrolytic power capacitors (of original quality) filtering the
secondary transformer AC/DC are more than adequate so they need not be replaced unless they are dried out
from sitting years off-line. They are all polarized radial lead capacitors with a positive, and a (negative) case
terminal. Although they are decoupled by many small low-end 100nF capacitors, to quiet the operation of the
power supply further, replace these non-polarized (NP) caps with polypropylene. These caps will smooth the
ripple of the signal more quickly than the original low-end value components.

The Four Secondary Power Voltage Regulators.
There are several kinds of voltage regulators used in the JMP-1. These devices receive input as DC voltage
and then deliver a regulated output voltage. The JMP-1 is rather simple and needs only four voltage regulators of
the TO-220 style. Two 7805's, a 7815 and a 7915. The first two digits of the reference number indicate a positive
voltage (78) or a negative voltage (79), the last two determine the output voltage. While the two +5 volts are split
between the audio and digital circuits, the +15v and -15v are used to feed the output audio circuit. The basic +5v
services are fine for powering the preamp tone and digital circuitry, but the regulation needed for high-fidelity
audio output, forming a symmetrical inverted alignment (two inverted voltages, with a base line of zero volts), and
undergoing the dynamic changes in level found with a guitar signal are intense. The current drawn by the sound
is not constant (ei. your regulators may have to provide a large inrush of current to carry the full image of the
sound). To obtain good results in this field, we would have the series resistance differential of the regulators
balanced to zero, (the pair in proper bias). Unfortunately, this is not likely the case with off-the-shelf component
tolerances. I measured voltages on the 7815 and 7915 to show a reading of +14.4 volts to the -15.2 volts as
measured to baseline. The biasing will also most certainly be off center with no provisions for adjusting the
regulation in your JMP-1 as well. Check +15 to base and -15 to base, and see what you get.

The Story On (optional) DXE Mechanically Adjustable Voltage Regulators
(note that these devices are not commonly available, and that modern newer, layout-adjustable TO-220 devices are available for your consideration).

While I worked in the technical service of the NRJ Group, I was utilizing negative regulators in the TO-220
family, which did not have the range controls of the French society DXE, which offered positive regulators in this
adjustable format. Interest in these little gems of electronics is manifold: they have a pin-out compatible with the
78XX and 79xx and can finely adjust the output voltage through a multi-turn potentiometer (20 to 22 laps) and
series resistance borders on infinitesimal only 1.5 mil-ohm. With these adjustable regulators I can adjust the volts
to exactly zero between +15 and -15 volts. The zero volt offset (the offset voltage) is found throughout the audio
and may, (if unbalanced) degrade the overall definition of the audio (this is seen, heard, perceived and felt). In
addition, the DXE enable a rapid response when current is called for by circuits downstream. Dalix Hubert, the
founder of DXE achieved a master stroke with VR 300 (positive regulators in TO 220) and RV 337 (negatives in
the same style TO 220 package). To set up these devices, we must first think about the three lead packages, and
provide two 9 volt batteries connected in series to obtain 18 volts for setup and testing. Just connect the - of one
battery to the + on another. You are then left with a + and a - wire for 18vdc). Regarding adjustment of VR 300 for
15 volts, connect the +18 to the first pin of the regulator and - (Common) to the second. We read the output
voltage with a multi-meter , the black wire on pin 2 of VR 300 and the red wire on the output (pin3). For VR 337R
proceed the same way, but note: the pin-out is different from the positive regulator. Just be sure you have the
package pins identified and connect for the base line 0v. Connect the +18 volts and - (Common). Then adjust to
read -15 volts. Now connect the two devices together. Be sure to solder the device wiring together for the setup
and testing or you will not know what their true outputs will be, taking on the risk of creating an imbalance in the
tension. Imagine, a worst case where a mistake generates 15 volts on the positive side and nothing (0 volts) on
the negative side: This will irreparably damaged the operational amplifiers. Later we will discuss (Op-amps)
further, because we will be changing them all almost entirely. Understand the need for a 0v baseline, a precision
+15 reading to base, and a precision -15 reading, to base. Your VOM (-neg) or black probe will stay on the base
line connection throughout the setup and adjustments. When the configuration is correct, you will think about how
the load translates to the needs of the main-board, and transfer the devices to the JMP-1 main-board for
implementation. Check your logic, and use your notes! Don't get this part wrong!

Signal Path
The signal path (literally) takes many detours, such as buffers, filter circuits, corrections, active tone shaping
(low, mid, high, presence), the gain circuits and so on. In order to block the DC component in the audio circuitry,
the signal passes through a large number of capacitors, ceramic overwhelmingly (the little yellowish beads). This
dielectric has never been an attractive solution for audio, mostly utilized for filtering high-frequencies generally
above the audible spectrum when designing a high-pass filter for audio (passing the signal above 0 volts and
blocking the low side). We can do better than these tiny ceramic capacitors. Again, polypropylene metallized or
polyester caps would "sound" better, and there is no need to possess supernatural gifts of hearing for the
difference to jump instantly to your attention. Relying on my experience alone, I'll have to select the capacitors to
use on the signal path and possibly some other changes found in the feedback circuits (output feed back to the
input) on the operational amplifier that stabilizes the assembly, the gain value set, maybe some in association with
resistors, and to filter unwanted frequencies at the output.

Looking At The Non-polarized Capacitors
Concerning the replacement of the non-polarized capacitors with polypropylene metallized ones located on
areas of strategic importance, their values range from 1 nF to 220 nF. (1 nF = 0.001 uF). Nothing to bad here
except for their rather large numbers populating the board. Generally, the highest voltage you will find in the JMP1 circuits around the area of interest is in the neighborhood of 50vdc. 65v to 100v rated replacements are cool,
otherwise match the exact value for each component. Always go over, never under volts on caps.

Lead Spacing Considerations While Shopping.
The arrangement for lead spacing on the circuit is around 12 mm. As this is rather uncommon, we will take a
little off the legs of the capacitors, most often, board component layouts feature a step of 5, 10 or 15 mm. The
simplest solution is to cut close to the caps, leave the legs and re-solder the new caps to them. It goes faster, it is
less risky and equally strong, saves old pads from wear if it goes well, and you solder at the right temperature. A
number of these small capacitors decouple 4 -15/-15 volt power supplies, they should be recognizable on the
main-board. The silk-screened capacitor reference is easily legible on the PCB under the components after you
lift them out.

NON-POLARIZED Ceramic Capacitor's (of interest) - Keyed to the 6-sheet JMP-1 Schematics
This list is the same as the original article, but has been re-sorted to put the component ID's in sequence .

Component

Sheet

Grid

Value(nf)

Value(uf)
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Sheet

Grid

Value(nf)
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C3
S4
E1
4.7
0.0047
C63
S4
C4
220
0.22
C6
S4
E4
4.7
0.0047
C64
S1
B3
220
0.22
C12
S4
B2
100
0.1
C70
S4
C5
10
0.01
C13
S4
B3
100
0.1
C72
S4
C5
220
0.22
C19
S4
F2
100
0.1
C80
S1
B4
100
0.1
C20
S4
F2
1
0.001
C84
S1
E2
47
0.047
C21
S4
G4
1
0.001
C86
S1
F2
220
0.22
C22
S4
F3
100
0.1
C90
S1
D2
220
0.22
C23
S4
D2
100
0.1
C91
S1
C5
220
0.22
C24
S4
E2
100
0.1
C95
S3
D3
10
0.01
C29
S4
D1
2.2
0.0022
C96
S3
D3
47
0.047
C30
S4
D1
1.5
0.0015
C97
S3
D4
4.7
0.047
C31
S4
E5
1.5
0.0015
C98
S3
D5
10
0.01
C32
S4
E4
2.2
0.0022
C99
S3
D5
4.7
0.0047
C37
S2
F2
100
0.1
C102
S3
E2
100
0.1
C40
S2
F2
100
0.1
C103
S3
E2
220
0.22
C45
S4
D1
10
0.01
C104
S3
D2
220
0.22
C46
S4
B1
47
0.047
C106
S3
D4
4.7
0.0047
C47
S4
C1
47
0.047
C107
S3
D4
4.7
0.0047
C48
S4
C5
47
0.047
C109
S3
E5
220
0.22
C49
S4
C5
47
0.047
C110
S1
D3
100
0.1
C50
S4
E5
10
0.01
C116
S1
C2
68
0.068
C53
S1
F3
22
0.022
C117
S1
D3
100
0.1
C54
S1
F3
22
0.022
C119
S1
C2
22
0.022
C60
S4
B1
220
0.22
C121
S1
C2
100
0.1
As discussed above, the primary capacitors (large capacity polarized electrolytics) are of sufficient quality for the
application. If the power supplies are done and check out, we can move on to the audio active IC circuits.

Active circuits.
The impressive 030 series Philips IC's are prominent.. ( in the French article model pictured. Mine has (ST )
Sigmund/Thomas, (M)otorola & (M)itsubishi brands ), especially on the outputs. We will leave these powerful elements in
place, but as is usually the case, Jim Marshall mostly chooses good parts of ordinary quality. There are basically
three categories to note. We will leave in place the operational amplifier (op-amp) pairs of Mitsubishi A52U1AH
because of their very good quality and their high output current. We use this kind of circuit to power the highfidelity headphones outputs. In contrast, two other models of op-amps deserve replacement without missing a
heartbeat. The JMP-1 contains TL072's (dual-op-amps) and their big brothers TL074 (quad op-amps). These
devices are only medium quality and produce a very banal sound. We would do better by replacing the 4 double
and quadruple models for much more sophisticated and more accurate sound reproduction. Instead of trying to
de-solder the TL072 and TL074's, you may want to cut off their legs with wire cutters and then suck them and the
solder out later, clean the through-holes with the solder pump. Then, instead of placing the new amplifiers directly
on the motherboard, place IC sockets of fine quality (called "tulip media" for the shape of their gold-plated
contacts). This would be an improvement of the JMP-1 and requires (4) 8-pin sockets and (5) 14-pin sockets.
We'll note the orientation and placement of the op-amps, the little notch shape on one end of the sockets that is
used to distinguish the front from the back, which must not be wrong when inserting the op-amps. In order to
improve the contact pin/leaf definition of the sockets, I chose the Burr Brown OPA 2604 for the replacement of
double TL072's and Linear Technology LT 1058 for quadruple TL074's. There are many other combinations to
identify from the hundreds of references suggested by manufacturers. However, the solution presented here is
the best quality / price / performance. Although these op-amps are more accurate than the originals, they share
certain commonalities, such as a similar rise time parameter, for example, to ensure an excellent result so that the
JMP-1 does not become too soft (TM too slow) or abrupt (TM too quickly). It's also worth noting that the OPA
2604 and the bipolar LT 1058 are of FET technologies, and their use with "tubes" is very interesting. The FET all
too rarely performs in the lower register but their application in this design reinforces the sound in the lower
spectrum.

Circuits (retro) active
There exists in the world more brands of tube amplifiers, than brands of transistor amplifiers. Tube technology
has enjoyed a revival in the first half of the 70s, but we must recognize that the tube has never disappeared from
the audio systems of professionals who know tone, or in the amplification of our beloved guitars. No wonder we
find a pair of ECC83 valves in the JMP-1. These double-triodes can wear out over time, and you should consider
replacing them. There are two ways you might go. Either you love Marshall and buy the original valves (with the
Marshall logo stamped on them), or you visit a specialty dealer and choose valves of a different flavor. I bought a
pair of ECC83 valves (of Chinese manufacture) at Valve House Music in Paris and the sound of them to die for. A
real massacre over the sound of the original valves. And they cost me more than the original Marshall valves too,
but you get what you pay for.

Boost your JMP-1!
Because of my may years of experience with electronic circuits, I knew a few details about what to expect when
modifying the JMP-1. But the results far exceeded my expectations. The sound is closer to a full "tube drive"
sound, it is denser yet still clear. The crunch more harmonious and we get sounds saturated with beauty,
endowed with perfect intelligibility and much more definition. Outwardly nothing distinguishes a JMP-1 "Dr.
Boosted" from an original model. But as soon as the beast is turned on, improvements just pop out of the sound.
Get to your soldering irons and soon!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------END

TRANSLATION......

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---- THE JMP-1 MAINBOARD COMPONENT LOCATIONS MAP ---This might make finding what you are looking for much easier. Red outlines mark components referenced in the
article. Note that a lot of the NP capacitors used look just like resistors, but the device base color will be salmon,
pink, light green or brownish. A lot of the chip-sets stuffed into the JMP-1 are h orribly mismatched too. Whatever
compatible component available for production it seemed. Even in the same device group I have found alternate
brands used. Mitsubishi mixed with JRC, NEC. Texas Instruments with Sigmund-Thomas.

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Additional information found to support this article.
Technical discussions on components and servicing techniques.
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -WORTH CAREFUL CONCIDERATION. These old beasts were high quality stuff fifty years ago. Take care .
-- Comment on handling old printed circuit boards and re-solder work --

The risk results from the breakdown of the epoxy used to make the substrate fiberglass
boards, and subsequent re-heating of old pads. Old circuit boards have thinly plated
traces and pads that can be torn from the fiberglass substrate with little more abuse
than lifting a sticker off the board, not withstanding the grip of the solder-masks.
Modern tape holds better than the traces do to the old fiberglass.
If you do choose to remove old leads it is important that you clear any component leads
fully loose from the pads to avoid tearing out the through-hole plating or pads that
connect traces through to opposite sides of the board. Do not try to “wiggle” pins
loose from a pad. If you pull out a through-hole plating you might notice a chunk still
stuck on a component lead on inspection. Circuits pass from one side of the board to
the other through this through-hole pad plating. If the components are pulled out too
roughly, it may look OK, but the circuit won't conduct through to the other side if the
through-hole plating connection is damaged. Then, if a component is then soldered in
place it may look good, but the JMP-1will then power up open circuit and you will have a
frustrating time finding the damaged through-hole later
The old boards were flow-soldered with high temperature solder. You may choose to
just cut the components free from their leads and solder directly to those tails. This also
has the advantage of allowing you to do the work on top of the board without removing
the board completely from the chassis and presenting less wear and tear to the board.
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

If your JMP-1 is having problems with the "effects loop", ( ie. no output, or the output fades as
the effect level is raised in the patch profile ), my troubles were corrected with the replacement
of a failed transistor TR-1, (J174 Jfet). This transistor regulates the signal bleed to ground for
the effects loop and will adversely effect the blend of the dry and wet balance if it has failed. It
is exposed to the effects loop signal level settings and can be damaged if the effects loop is
miss-managed. Look at its controller too TR-10, (BC184 small signal transistor).

An article on CAPACITORS

( Thanks “Terry” )

Tantalum caps are good substitutes for electrolytic caps, but not for Mylar, polypropylene, or polystyrene film
caps, or foil caps for that matter. Tantalum makes a very poor capacitor in terms of Equivalent Series Resistance
(ESR) and Dielectric Factor (DF) qualities. The only redeeming quality of tantalum is its low temperature
coefficient. In other words, it doesn't change value much as it heats up. Film caps on the other hand have lower
ESR and DF values than tantalum caps making them better for audio.
In general, the capacitor 'quality' hierarchy is as follows:
*** Lowest Quality ***
1. Electrolytic
2. Tantalum
3. Paper (1950- 60's. These are no longer made)
4. Paper Saturated with Oil (i.e. Vitamin Q style)
5. Mylar (i.e., Polyethylene, Polyester)
6. Polypropylene
7. Polystyrene
8. Teflon
*** Highest Quality ***

In general, you get what you pay for with higher quality caps costing more. Although some poor quality caps, like
Vitamin Q's, will still cost you an arm and a leg because they are built to last forever, rather than for sound quality.
A quick discussion of DF is needed to fully understand why certain capacitors sound better than others. In
essence, DF is a measure of a capacitors ability to discharge quickly. The faster a capacitor can discharge, the
more accurately it can reproduce music. For, example, polypropylene capacitors sound a lot more 'accurate' than
Mylar capacitors even though both are film caps. They also tend to reproduce high frequencies more accurately
and therefore are sometimes perceived to sound a bit brighter.
There is one caveat to a cap having a good DF rating. Vintage guitar amps sound vintage because they used
relatively poor quality paper capacitors in their manufacture. In other words, the poor DF of these caps was part
of the amplifier's tone. A poor DF cap tends to smear the sound a bit making it less accurate but darker and
warmer sounding which, though not desirable for audiophile applications, is a desirable quality for some guitar
amps.
This is not to say that a poor DF rated cap is what you want for your guitar amp. High end amps made today like
Matchless or Trainwreck use polypropylene and polystyrene caps deliberately to take advantage of their more
accurate sound. More conventional amps, like Marshall and Fender on the other hand, almost universally use
electrolytics in their power supply and cheap Mylar caps in their audio circuitry. There is a very good reason why
a Matchless costs more than a Marshall.
Here's a few final comments on capacitor types:
1. Paper capacitors were used in the 1950-60's because they were cheap to manufacture. Unfortunately, they
tend to go bad over time causing constant problems among vintage amp collectors. If you really want to retain the
amp's vintage sound without going through the headache of constant repair, replace the original paper caps in a
vintage amp with Paper in Oil caps which are the closet things that are still manufactured today. Paper in Oil caps
such as Vitamin Q caps have an added benefit in that they are known to last forever and usually never needing
replacing.
2. Different capacitor types have tremendous variations in their size for a given amount of capacitance. This is
one reason why you don't see huge Polystyrene caps used a lot even though they sound superior.
3. Internal construction of the cap also makes a big difference in sound. If a film cap is constructed co-axially, like
MIT Multi-caps for example, the cap will have a more accurate sound then a conventionally constructed capacitor.
4. Film caps are always inferior to Foil caps in terms of sound for a given dielectric. A film cap is manufactured by
spraying a very thin coating of metal such as aluminum on the dielectric material such as Mylar. This technique is
used because it saves on cost of materials as well as time and labor. Foil caps on the other hand use thin sheets
of metal for the conductors within the capacitors. Because of higher cost, you rarely see foil caps used in guitar
amps even though they are greatly superior.
I hope this information helps somebody.
–- Terry –

So, Polypropylene cap's are better than Polyethylene (Polyester).
And non-metallized is better than metallized in terms of distortion.
Is there a really a big difference? If I put a metallized PP in place of regular PP
film, will the difference be significant?
There will be no difference.
None. Nada. Only when ampere-level currents are being pushed through the capacitor does it make a diddly
squat difference whether the plates are metallized (i.e. - a thin layer of aluminum sputtered directly onto the
polypropylene) or foil, and even then the advantage translates into slightly less internal heating due to lower bulk
resistance. Film and foil construction does, however, cost more and take up more space for a given
capacitance/voltage combination.
I've seen Polyester capacitors out there. Where do they fit in?
Polyester is a category of polymers and Polyethylene is a polymer. Polyester is a category of polymers that
contain the ester functional group in their main chain. As a specific material, it most commonly refers to a type
called polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
But what about polyester (Mylar) verses polypropylene?
Which type has the lowest inductance?
Technically speaking, they are very different beasts. But honestly, I couldn't tell the difference. RMAA couldn't
tell a difference, either, by the way. But that doesn't mean I think you can go ahead and substitute polyester (aka Mylar) for polypropylene anywhere! The dissipation factor is typically an order of magnitude worse for Mylar caps,
so forget high peak current usage. The temperature stability isn't linear, so critical timing and filter circuits are out
of the question. The bulk capacitance of polyester though is far superior to PP, so they typically, polyester make
superior bypass caps (especially since the higher DF serves to limit the Q of any resonant circuits they might form
with stray inductance's).
As input coupling caps? Well, let's put it this way. If you have the room, the budget, and a target market that
has tossed reason out the window in favor of voodoo and mysticism (have big $$$), then by all means use a PP
cap. If you have to choose between a better value capacitor (Mylar) versus the more expensive and higher quality
(polypropylene), then I'd go with good quality and value (Mylar) any day of the week.
Frankly, the phase shift produced by too low a corner frequency, or the noise pickup that results from being forced
to raise the shunt resistance of the input network, are far more real errors than whatever sonic signature might be
attributed to this dielectric (Once again, I am not saying that Mylar is a good choice everywhere; just input
coupling and power supply bypassing!) Ymmv. Audiophiles may truly have more sensitive ears in this respect and
can identify a difference, if not which one is "better". But their arguments will fall on deaf ears if they haven't
determined the difference with at least somewhat scientific means.
Parasitic, or "self," inductance is strictly a byproduct of the construction of the capacitor, not the dielectric, per
se. Even the fact that Mylar has a higher k, and therefore capacitors using it will be smaller than pp ones for a
given CV product, doesn't affect the self-inductance value much. Note, however, that this is another area where
film/foil types are slightly superior to metallized types because the foils for each side are offset slightly so that they
can be welded to the end caps. Metallized versions are usually constructed by welding the wire across the spiral.
This results in a small, but noticeable, increase in effective path length; ergo, higher inductance.
On a rating of 1 to 10 for our purposes here in the 100vdc range for audio application:
Paper is a 4,
Polyethylene is a 8,
Polypropylene metallized is a 9.79,
Polypropylene film and foil is a 9.8,
Polystyrene is a 9.9,
Teflon is a 10

